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Democracy needs active citizen. But there is a gap between professional politicians and citizen based 
on a lack of knowledge, dialogue, trust and participation. The European year of citizens 2013 and the 
parliamentary elections in 2014 provide opportunities to make democracy in Europe the subject of a 

common learning experience. 

Our partnership involves 4 organisations from Eastern & Western Europe, with diverse expertise in 
civic education, committed to empowering disadvantaged, older and young learners and such with 
migrant background to get them better informed and to train democratic skills: the Women center 

FRIEDA in Berlin, the Ecocentric Foundation in Sofia / Bulgaria, the Université du Citoyen in Marseille 
/ France and the association Antikomplex in Prague / Czech Republic. We wish to bridge the mentioned 
gap through learner-led creative approaches based on their experiences and concerns. During 4 trans-
national meetings we focus on 1. our perceptions of democracy against the background of each coun-
try’s situation, 2. democracy and political structures at EU level, 3. social conditions of democracy, 4. 

our visions for Europe and its sustainable democratic development. We share our methods and practise 
them together at the common meetings to train new ways of self-expression (learners) and methods to 
stimulate active citizenship (trainers). Local and transnational activities are shared on the project blog 
https://democracyeu.wordpress.com to enhance virtual exchange and ICT skills. Trainers facilitate and 

evaluate theses processes, exchange on methods, produce visual aids on EU political structures and 
teaching material for civic education within Europe, and ensure broad dissemination. These are the 

teaching materials based on our 2-year partnership.

https://democracyeu.wordpress.com
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ESDemocracy Method
EcoCentric Foundation

During this project, we developed an approach to explain and make more perceivable the connection be-
tween the principles of democracy and the main skills the Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) 
aims to develop in people. Textbook definitions of concepts and fundamental principles of democracy and a 
list of the skills that the ESD aims to develop are used to emphasize the connection. Through reflection and 
discussion, this method leads the participants to better understanding of democratic ideals and gives them 
basic knowledge of how we can achieve sustainable development based on the process of education and new 
skills that should be acquired.

Description of the method:

Each participant picks up a paper with one of the words mentioned below and reads it. The total number of 
words is sixteen.

When everyone has a word, the facilitator shows a text, containing sentences aimed at conveying the funda-
mental elements of democracy: rule of law, protection of human rights and freedoms, pluralism. The text is 
with gaps and can be shown on a screen or each participant can have it on a sheet of paper.

The facilitator starts to read the text, others follow carefully and try to fill in the missing words in correspon-
dence to the words each one already has. Successively, when a participant thinks that his/her word suits the 
respective sentence, s/he says the word loudly and reads the complete sentence. 

Participants can discuss between each other to find the word that fits better in the blank space.

When the entire text is complete the facilitator shows the original text with the right words to compare.

The facilitator initiates a short discussion about the democracy in real life – how all these principles work in 
practice; what is our own perception of democracy, the democracy in our work, school or university, etc.

After the discussion, the facilitator explains the concept of Education for Sustainable Development and the 
need of certain skills to be acquired by people because only in such a way we will be able to achieve sustain-
able development and to save and ensure our future.

Then the facilitator shows the ’Participation Skills‘, which are the basis of the Education for Sustainable 
Development and reads them out loud. They could be shown on a screen, written on a board or written on 
sheets of paper and put on the floor in a circle.

The participants have a few minutes to think if they find connection between some of the principles of de-
mocracy mentioned in the previous text (the nineteen words from the text matching the blank spaces) and 
these twelve participation skills. The task is to refer some of the words from the text to the skills and explain 
what is the relation they have found.

After that the facilitator asks the participants to evaluate if and to what degree the class activities in the school 
help the pupils to acquire each of these skills. The evaluation ranges from 2 (not at all) to 6 (very much). They 
have to rate in such a way all of the twelve skills. The facilitator writes down on a board all ratings and then 
makes an average for each skill. If there is a big difference between the ratings for one skill s/he invites the 
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people who gave the lowest and the highest degree to explain their reasons. At the end the facilitator initi-
ates a discussion about possible solutions to improve the role of scholar education in the process of adopting 
’Participation Skills‘ . 

All ideas are written down and can be send as propositions from the citizens to the Ministry of Education. 
Improving the scholar education process will be an extremely important step to raise active citizens who ap-
preciate highly the democratic values and have the ability and the skills to lead the society to sustainable way 
of living.

I. Words

RESPONSIBILITY 
PARTICIPATE 
INDEPENDENT, QUESTIONING AND ANALYTICAL 
CRITICISM 
TOLERANCE

FAIRLY 
LIBERTY 
EXPRESS 
PEACEFULLY 
RESPECT FOR THE LAW

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS 
RULE OF LAW 
EQUAL 
COMPROMISING

CONSENT 
CHOOSE 
POWER

II. Text with gaps

The word DEMOCRACY comes from Greek and means ‘rule by the people’.

The idea that government authority comes from the people and is based on their ________ is a fundamental 
principle of democracy. 
Modern democracy as a political system requires that each individual is free to _____________ and replace 
the government through free, fair and regular elections. 
In order to avoid abuse of _____________ by the government, a system of checks and balances exists in 
democracy through the separation of powers of the three arms of government – the legislature, executive and 
the Judiciary. 
In a democratic society, all persons have certain ________ . 
The ______________ guarantees the protection of the rights of citizens, the maintaining of public order and 
exercise of control over the government. 
All people are ________ under the law. 
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The law is applied _______, impartially and consistently by the court of justice, which is independent from 
the other branches of power. 
In a democracy, everyone has the right to _____________to their own beliefs; to freely ________ themselves; 
to seek, receive and impart information; to assemble; to move; to protest. 
People have to exercise their rights __________, with ____________ and for the rights of the others. 
The citizens of a democracy enjoy the right of individual freedom, but they also share the _________ of join-
ing with others to improve the quality of political and civic life. 
Democracy depends upon a literate, knowledgeable citizenry whose access to information enables them to 
_____________ as fully as possible in the public life of their society. 
Education is essential for building of ______, _________, _____citizens who are familiar and apply the con-
cepts of democracy. 
As the overseers of government, citizens in a democratic society have to inform themselves about public 
matters, to keep track of the behavior of their representatives in the parliament, and express their opinion, 
including _________. 
A democratic society is built on the commitment of citizens who accept the existence of conflicting opin-
ions and views, as well as the necessity for _________ in dealing with those holding opposing views, and 
________ when necessary to reach agreement.

The original text

The word DEMOCRACY comes from Greek and means ‘rule by the people’.

The idea that government authority comes from the people and is based on their CONSENT  is a fundamen-
tal principle of democracy.  

Modern democracy as a political system requires that each individual is free to CHOOSE and replace the 
government through free, fair and regular elections. 

In order to avoid abuse of POWER  by the government, a system of checks and balances exists in democracy 
through the separation of powers of the three arms of government – the legislature, executive and the Judicia-
ry. 

In a democratic society, all persons have certain FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS .

The RULE OF LAW guarantees the protection of the rights of citizens, the maintaining of public order and 
exercise of control over the government.

All people are EQUAL under the law. 

The law is applied  FAIRLY, impartially and consistently by the court of justice, which is independent from 
the other branches of power.

In a democracy, everyone has the right to LIBERTY to their own beliefs; to freely EXPRESS themselves; to 
seek, receive and impart information; to assemble; to move; to protest. 

People have to exercise their rights PEACEFULLY, with RESPECT FOR THE LAW and for the rights of the 
others. 

The citizens of a democracy enjoy the right of individual freedom, but they also share the RESPONSIBILITY 
of joining with others to improve the quality of political and civic life.  
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Democracy depends upon a literate, knowledgeable citizenry whose access to information enables them to 
PARTICIPATE as fully as possible in the public life of their society. 

Education is essential for building of INDEPENDENT, QUESTIONING AND ANALYTICAL citizens who 
are familiar and apply the concepts of democracy. 

As the overseers of government, citizens in a democratic society have to inform themselves about public 
matters, to keep track of the behavior of their representatives in the parliament, and express their opinion, 
including CRITICISM.

A democratic society is built on the commitment of citizens who accept the existence of conflicting opin-
ions and views, as well as the necessity for TOLERANCE in dealing with those holding opposing views, and 
COMPROMISING when necessary to reach agreement. 

III. Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)

The Education for Sustainable Development aims at enabling people to be active and responsible to their own 
future and the future of next generations; to understand the difference between sustainable and unsustainable 
development and to adopt sustainability-oriented knowledge and skills. ESD presents the topics from ecolog-
ical, economic, social and global point of view.

In Germany, a set of twelve ’Participation Skills’ (Gestaltungskompetenz) - originally created by Prof. Ger-
hard de Haan and Dorothee Harenberg in 1999 (Institut Futur Freie Universitaet Berlin) - serve as a basis for 
development of curriculum for ESD. ’Gestaltungskompetenz’ describes the ability to apply knowledge about 
sustainable development and recognise the problems involved in unsustainable development.

IV. Participation Skills

    The ESD should

1. Build knowledge in an open-minded fashion and integrate new perspectives;

2. Analyse and assess development anticipatorily and circumspectly;

3. Gain inter-disciplinary insights and act accordingly;

4. Discern and judge risks, danger and uncertainties;

5. Plan and act together;

6. Consider conflicting aims in the reflection of strategic actions;

7. Participate in collective decision-making processes;

8. Motivate people and themselves to get involved

9. Reflect their own and other people’s guiding principles;

10. Base decision-making and actions on notions of fairness and equality;

11. Plan and act independently;

12. Develop empathy for and show solidarity with the disadvantaged.

Sources:

http://navinatur.de/t3int/index.
php?id=53&L=1

http://www.harburg21.de/en/agenda-21/
desd-in-germany/participation-skills/

http://www.democracyweb.org/
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Place-based education
Antikomplex

Place-based  education  is  making  use  of  what  is  local - local  history, local  environment,  local  culture,  
local e conomy.  It is situated in places to which people have a special relationship – therefore preferably in 
the students’ home environment.  
By acquiring knowledge about the history of one’s own region and connecting it to a specific place, the 
relationship between human being and environment is strengthened. At the same time historical and social 
changes are no more only abstract facts - history is given a face.

A method Antikomplex makes use of is comparing photographs of the historical site to the present day 
situation.

  

Educational Objectives

 
This method raises awareness of the connection between past and present and visualizes the influence of 
human activities on its environment. 
By examining this natural or built environment looking at the changing land use, at the change of the nature 
as well as at the growth or decline of industry and settlement this interdisciplinary method includes fields of 
(local) history, natural as well as social sciences, environmental education and geography. 
This contributes to developing abilities to set facts and developments into relation and integrate them into a 
broader context.  
Furthermore this method encourages teamwork, communication and understanding. Especially the trans-
generational collaboration and mutual appreciation will be enhanced. Elderly people have a tremendous 
amount of personal experiences, memories, but also historical knowledge and can hence supply information 
and help to keep history alive. At the same time, the younger generation has the ability to see the past in a 
more neutral, less emotionally attached way and thus to solve conflicts and come to terms with traumata of 
the past. 
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How to work on it:

1. Collecting historic photographs of the region

e.g. in archives, museums, photo albums of relatives

Keep in mind the copyright!

2.  Digitalize the photographs 
- this makes it easier to work on the pictures and protects the antique photographs 
- scan resolution of at least 600dpi 
- scan in color

3. Field research: locate the places shown in the photographs 
- can be hard work as the place might today look much different 
- be careful not to trespass private property, ask for admission to photograph this site

4. Take new photographs  
- … of the present day site shown on the historical photographs  
- when taking the photographs, exact position should be logged 
- identify the orientation of the picture (angle, similar light conditions, horizon and topography, objects 
should have the same size as on the original photograph) 
- highest resolution possible

5. Combine old and new pictures 

… in order to make them comparable

This can be in any form (static, dynamic, video, etc.)

6. Collect information about the site  
- … in order to create subtitles  
- (archive material, interviews, oral history recordings) 
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- informal learning of decision making and planning process

- should only include what is visually present

 

Methods for working with pictures: 

Stenciling

Create a stencil of the silhouettes of the objects on the old/new picture, but on the counterpart and trace the 
outlines to visualize the change

‘Interviewing’ the picture 
One group poses questions to the picture, the other group tries to answer them from the perspective of the 
picture

‘Guessing game’

 
pretend you don’t know which picture is the old and which is the new one. Based on your knowledge on his-
torical or social events and changes, debate which picture was taken in which time.

‘Writing meditation’ 
One person writes his/her impression on a sheet of paper. The next person comments on it and/or poses his/
her impression. The sheet is given around to every participant. This happens without speaking.

‘lagged’ viewing 
Only a details/quarters of the picture are shown and discussed. Step by step the whole picture will be ac-
quired.

‘Fortunetelling’ 
- Looking at the historical photograph, draw a picture of how the site probably looks like today taking into 
consideration your knowledge of historical events and changes 
- Draw a picture of how the same site could look in a few years
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Democracy
Theatre of the Oppressed methods

Women center FRIEDA

Some partners work with ‘free’ theatre methods following the concept of the Theatre of the Oppressed 
developed by the Brazilian Augusto Boal (1931-2009). The idea is that people of all social and cultural back-
grounds or level of education express their own experiences and perceptions of themselves and their world 
in a playful way. At the same time, they ‘train’ to act and to be active in order to change society, to overcome 
oppression and to liberate from everyday constraints. Theatre of the Oppressed does not mean that profes-
sional actors play something to a passive audience.  It invites ‘people like me and you’ to reflect their situation 
and to try new opportunities. The term Theatre of the Oppressed encompasses several methods. It came into 
being as Newspaper Theatre in Brazil in 1971. Later the Forum Theatre has been developed (Peru, 1973), 
then the Invisible Theatre in Argentina. Moreover, the Image Theatre has been created and rapidly practiced 
in Columbia, Venezuela and Mexico. Influenced by the experiences which Augusto Boal has made in Europe, 
the ‘Rainbow of Desire’ was born. Back in Brazil, the idea raised to strengthen people’s capacity to transform 
their wishes and needs into law. That was the starting point of the Legislative Theatre. All these methods can 
be applied and developed by people all over the world. The several methods in short descriptions from Au-
gusto Boal:

Newspaper theatre - This system of 12 techniques represents the first attempt that was made to create the 
Theatre of the Oppressed, by giving the audience the means of production rather than the finished artistic 
product. They are devised to help anyone to make a theatrical scene using a piece of news from a newspaper, 
or from any other written material, like reports of an political meeting, texts from the Bible, from the Consti-
tution of a country, the Declaration of Human Rights, etc.

Forum-theatre — Music is the organization of sound in time; plastic arts, the organization of colours and 
lines in the space; theatre, the organization of human actions in time and space. Theatre is a representation 
and not a reproduction of social reality. Forum-theatre presents a scene or a play that must necessarily show a 
situation of oppression that the Protagonist does not know how to fight against, and fails. The spect-actors are 
invited to replace this Protagonist, and act out - on stage and not from the audience - all possible solutions, 
ideas, strategies. The other actors improvise the reactions of their characters facing each new intervention, 
so as to allow a sincere analysis of the real possibilities of using those suggestions in real life. All spect-actors 
have the same right to intervene and play their ideas. Forum-theatre is a collective rehearsal for reality.

Invisible theatre – To be a citizen does not mean merely to live in society, but to transform it. If I transform 
the clay into a statue, I become a Sculptor; if I transform the stones into a house, I become an architect; if I 
transform our society into something better for us all, I become a citizen. Invisible theatre is a direct inter-
vention in society, on a precise theme of general interest, to provoke debate and to clarify the problem that 
must be solved. It shall never be violent since its aim is to reveal the violence that exists in society, and not to 
reproduce it. Invisible theatre is a play (not a mere improvisation) that is played in a public space without in-
forming anyone that it is a piece of theatre, previously rehearsed. Invisible theatre is the penetration of fiction 
into reality and of reality into fiction, which helps us to see how much fiction exists in reality, and how much 
reality exists in fiction.

Image-theatre – Words are emptiness’s that fill the emptiness (vacuum) that exists between one human being 
and another. Words are lines that we carve in the sand, sounds that we sculpt in the air. We know the mean-
ing of the word we pronounce, because we fill it with our desires, ideas and feelings, but we don’t know how 
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that word is going to be heard by each listener. Image-theatre is a series of Techniques that allow people to 
communicate through Images and Spaces, and not through words alone.

Rainbow of desire – Many concrete oppressions provoke deep damage inside our subjectivity and psychic 
life. Under the general title of Rainbow of desire, there are fifteen Techniques - complex, but not complicated! 
– which help us to visualize theatrically our oppressions, and deal with them more clearly: no one interprets 
anything, but all participants offer the Protagonist the mirror of the multiple regards of the others. We try 
to locate the Cops in our Head knowing very well that, if those Cops are there, they have come from some 
Headquarters outside us that spread them all around, into the heads of many more citizens. We try to discov-
er the ideology of each Cop and not concentrate our attention on the particular individual.

Legislative theatre - Theatre is not enough to change reality, we all agree. LEGISLATIVE THEATRE is the 
utilization of all forms of the Theatre of the Oppressed with the aim of transforming the citizens’ legitimate 
desires into Laws. After a normal Forum session, we create a space similar to a Chamber where laws are 
made, and we proceed to create a similar ritual of law making, following the same official procedure of pre-
senting Projects based on the spect-actors interventions, defending or refusing them, voting, etc. At the end, 
we collect the approved suggestions and try to put pressure upon the lawmakers to have those laws approved.

All descriptions of the Theatre of the Oppressed forms are from Augusto Boal, Rio de Janeiro 2004.

Source: http://www.theatreoftheoppressed.org/en

The International Theatre of the Oppressed Organisation explains some crucial points about the philosophy 
of these methods:

Theatre of the Oppressed is the Game of Dialogue: we play and learn together. All kinds of Games must have 
discipline – clear rules that we must follow. At the same time, Games have absolute need of creativity and 
Freedom. TO (Theatre of the Oppressed – the author) is the perfect synthesis between the antithetic Disci-
pline and Freedom. Without Discipline, there is no Social Life; without Freedom, there is no Life.

The Discipline of our Game is our belief that we must re-establish the right of everyone to exist in dignity. We 
believe that all of us are more, and much better, than what we think we are. We believe in solidarity.

Our Freedom is to invent ways to help to humanize Humanity, freely invading all fields of human activities: 
social, pedagogical, political, artistic... Theatre is a Language and so it can be used to speak about all human 
concerns, not to be limited to theatre itself.

We believe in Peace, not in Passivity!

Source: http://www.theatreoftheoppressed.org/en/index.php?nodeID=3  

Examples of exercises made by the Berlin’ group:

Participants – actors and non-actors – walk through the room. They greet each other by hand, by knee, then 
by shoulder, later as a cat (‘miau’), as a frog (‘quak, quak’), as very good friends, as business persons, in an 
enthusiastic way, and with a sad feeling in this moment. They walk upon a small bridge connecting a deep 
gorge; they have to protect themselves against a storm and can enjoy the sun afterwards.

Another version: All walk through the room. The trainer says ‘number 1’ and asks one participant to show 
a gesture; later he/she asks other persons (number 2, 3, 4). All continue walking. The trainer calls a number 
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and all actors show the appropriate gesture.

Mixed salad: We build smaller groups. Every group agrees on one fruit (apple, orange, kiwi ...). The trainer 
pays attention that all fruits are different. The whole group sit then in a circle. There is one chair less com-
pared to the number of persons. One participant stays in the middle of the circle. He / she calls one of the 
fruits, for example ‘apple’. All ‘apples’ have to get up and to choose another chair. The person in the middle 
takes the chance to ‘catch’ a chair. Someone else will remain in the middle. It is now up to her/him to call 
a fruit. It is also possible to call ‘mixed salad’. Then everyone of the whole group has to change the chair as 
quickly as possible.

‘French telephone’: Participants stay in a circle. One shows a gesture, for example touching the nose. The 
other actors make one after the other the same gesture, but always bigger than the preceding one. At the end 
we could see someone touching a nose, turning a finger in a cicle round the nose and turning around him-
self...

Confidence: Participants walk in couples through the room, one partner with closed eyes. Both have agreed 
on sounds (for example ‘miau, miau’, ‘knick – knock’, or others) which will be given by the partner with the 
open eyes to ‘lead’ the other. The ‘blind’ person follows the acoustic signals of the partner. She stops walking 
when the sounds finish. Roles shall then be changed. In this way, everyone could lead once (take over respon-
sibility) and dare trust, too.

Discovering the room: Build couples. One of the partner closes the eyes. The other leads the partner through 
the room. He/she shows the ‘blind’ partner 5 objects. At every object the partner with its closed eyes will be 
touched and therefore requested to open the eyes for a short moment in order to see the object and to keep it 
in mind. After that both partners go and see all objects again. The participant with closed eyes shows to the 
partner what he/she has seen. The roles can be changed afterwards.

Colombian Hypnosis in pairs:

Participants pair off and choose who’s A and who’s B. A puts a hand—fingers pointed up, palm facing out—
about 8’ (20cm) from B’s face. A is the hypnotist. B is hypnotized.

Moving very slowly and in total silence, A leads B around the space, playing with height, angle, position and 
rhythm, yet always keeping the movements very slow. B must follow A’s hand, keeping the same distance and 
perspective at all times, as if hypnotized by it. A’s job is to challenge B while remaining within the range of 
possibility as far as what B can do.

After several minutes (as few as 5, as many as 30) A and B switch roles. Now B hypnotizes A for the same 
length of time that A hypnotized B.

After each has had a turn playing both hypnotist and hypnotized, both A and B put a hand in front of each 
other’s faces, both hypnotizing and being hypnotized simultaneously.

Debrief, first in A/B pairs, then as an entire group—this part is very important. For most groups the facilita-
tor need do very little to get an insightful dialogue going!
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Description of Colombian Hypnosis exercise:

http://tophiladelphia.blogspot.de/2011_11_01_archive.html (seen 10th May 2014)

Games with words and sounds

Shaping vowels: All participants stay in a circle. The facilitator starts with a vowel, for example ‘i’, and pass it 
to his/her neighbour. The neighbour receives, transforms and sends the vowel to the next person. Everyone is 
invited to give the sound a personal touch.

Alphabet (sentence): Everyone says a sentence beginning with the letter of the alphabet which is following. 
Example: The facilitator starts: ‘As you know, Maria likes red shoes.’ Another person continues: ‘But red shoes 
are only for Sunday.’ The next: ‘Cigarettes too.’ And so on.

Conversation with limited words: Three participants stay in front of the group. They talk about a theme. 
One person says all the time only one word, the other two, the third only three words. Topics might be holi-
days, generations, conflict within family, Europe…

Free Play

Bottle-object: The facilitator puts a plastic bottle in the middle of the room. He/she explains that the object 
may all be besides a bottle. The participants are invited to develop ideas and show what this ‘bottle-object’ 
could be used for. It might be ‘transformed’ in a comb, a hoover, an eyelashes spiral, etc.

Instead of a bottle can be chosen other objects like a chair, a bag, or...

Associations: All participants sit in a row. The facilitator puts three chairs in front of the group and takes a 
seat in the middle of them. He/she says a term, for example ‘solidarity’. Participants who have an association 
to this word sit at the right or the left chair. The facilitator asks the person at the right, then at the left using 
the words: ‘I am the … [solidarity]. And who are you?’ Neighbours answer: ‘I am the … [sympathy]’ or ‘I am 
the … [good life]’. The facilitator makes a decision between the two answers and goes back to the group. In 
our example he/she prefers ‘good life’. The participant with this association moves in the middle of the three 
chairs. Others of the group with ideas to this term sit at the left and the right of the ‘good life’. The same con-
versation type starts – and so on.

What are you doing? Participants sit in a row. Someone of the group is ‘on stage’ in front of all. The facilitator 
says an activity, for example ‘singing in the rain’. The actor performs the activity. The next person in the row 
asks ‘What are you doing?’ The actor calls an activity which does not correspond to the performed one at 
all, in our example: ‘washing the dishes’. The person who asked is now going on stage and performs what the 
actor has named as activity (‘washing the dishes’). The next participant in the row asks: ‘What are you doing?’ 
The actor says a different activity to describe what he/she is showing. And so on …

Body images: Participants stay in a circle showing their back to the inner side. The facilitator calls a word. All 
actors take some time to develop a gesture or/and posture referring to the word. Those who are ready turn 
themselves to the inner circle. All together show the gesture/posture, later separately. Words could be joy, 
disappointment, rejection, new start, solidarity, politics, etc.

After each exercise should be some time given to talk about the impressions of the participants.
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Promoting citizen’s participation
Université du Citoyen

L’Université du Citoyen works closely with citizens, professionals, and public institution to create space and 
opportunities for participatory citizenship. With rising abstention rates, issues of citizenship and democracy 
have formed an increasingly important part of our work over the past few years. For l’Université du Citoyen, 
every person has knowledge on his living environment and ideas for improve it. Therefore, every citizen is a 
resource in the development of everything related to public action.

In this project, the University of Citizens has used two methods it develops through its various projects:

- The citizen workshop

- The game-workshop ‘Democracy: How does it work?’

1. The citizen workshop

Definition

The citizen workshop has the purpose to support a group of citizens sharing the same concern or having a 
common problem, for a short or long period:

It’s a space where we propose to citizens:

- Coaching and training around the construction of a collective reflection and/or the construction of a collec-
tive project.

- Identifying and meeting with resources persons and/or policy makers.

- Training to speak in front of public.

Goals

- Develop and extend citizens knowledge.

- Building a collective reflection, transform ideas and propositions to a project, and then develop citizen’s 
skills.

- Allow citizens to identify areas of decision making, prepare and support citizens in these spaces. 

How does it work?

A citizen workshop takes 2 or 3 hours and is built around different steps:
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Step Modality Goals
1. Introduction Roundtable, remind to partici-

pants the theme, rules, and ap-
pointment of a spokesman and a 
secretary of the group. 

Create a climate of trust between 
participants, create a climate of 
coproduction.

2. Exchanges Discussion around the theme Identify the knowledge of partic-
ipants, their needs of information 
and propositions

3. Report construction Construction of a collective reflex-
ion (observations, questions and 
proposals). 

Role of the facilitator (Université du Citoyen):

- Regulation of speech,

- Helping participants to formulate or reformulate their words,

- Put question on individuals situation, 

- Ensure the participation and understanding of each participant,

- Regulate emotion,

- Ensure the participants take notes and the collective construction of the report around the scheme: findings, 
questions, subjects of reflexion to go forward and propositions.

2. The game-workshop ‘Democracy: how does it work?’

Increasing abstention calls into question the legitimacy of our repre-
sentatives and their ability to respond to citizens’ needs and concerns. 
Unless addressed swiftly, this situation is a risk to our democracy. Peo-
ple abstain from voting for many reasons. For us, one reason is a lack 
of understanding of how political institutions work, the role they play, 
and how important they are in our daily lives. Take the last municipal 
elections, for example, in which only 57.3 percent of voters turned out 
in Marseille, less than the national rate of 62 percent. 

Deeper knowledge and access to information are essential in allowing civic and political participation, so we 
did an educational workshop for ages 16+ titled ‘Democracy: how does it work?’

Objectives of the workshop for the participant

- Better understanding of the functioning of our democracy.

http://www.ipsos.fr/sites/default/files/attachments/mun-1er-tour-ipsos-comprendre-le-vote-des-francais-23-mars-2014-20h.pdf
http://elections.interieur.gouv.fr/MN2014/013/013055.html
http://elections.interieur.gouv.fr/MN2014/013/013055.html
http://www.universiteducitoyen.org/iso_album/presentation_jeu_citoyen_-_territoires_cucs_marseille.pdf
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- Mobilize the citizens to exercise their voting right.       

Process of the workshop

1st part - Presentation

Presentation of Université du Citoyen goals and presentation of the workshop 

2nd part – How democracy is functioning 

Introduction on democracy with the help of 3 panels (the democracy, 
the legislative power and the executive power) which must be filled by 
the participants distributed in three teams (one for each panel) and pre-
sented to the others groups (see presentation of each panel’s contents in 
the appendices). 

This first part of the workshop allows beginning to understand the 
functioning of the democracy, to exchange and to discuss, with also the 
support of 4 other panels: ‘the citizenship’,’The republican devise’, ‘The 
constitution’,’The Universal Declaration of Human Rights’.

3rd part – Practice

• First election giving a majority between two sides (circle and square) with a high level of abstention.

• Implementation of a government and the two assemblies (1st and 2nd chambers). By leaving of the 
result of the elections, every participant plays a role in the government or in the parliament. The elected 
representatives of the parliament propose a law and the government members bring in a bill. Finally, they 
proceed to the vote which highlights the majority tendency of the result of the 1st election.

• Debate and exchanges on: ‘how to invert the tendency?’

• Second election with the right of participant to vote or not, with the implementation of a new govern-
ment and the two assemblies. 

4th part – Debate and evaluation

• Analysis of the workshop (especially the practice part) and exchange 
with the participant and with distribute to each participant the book ‘The 
democracy: how it is working’.

• Distribution of the evaluation form to each participant in the way to 
analyze the process of the workshop, the acquisition of knowledge on 
‘how the French democracy is working?’ and the impact of the workshop 
on the exercise of the voting right.


